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Abstract. One of the difficulties that developers might face while collaborating on a
project is overloading numbers of files and its dependability on each other specially in
a big project. A team that works on the project also might not work in the same en-
vironment. Furthermore, programmers who specialized in one part of the project might
have their gigs to contribute to the project. Hence, most of the change’s records contain
information on who has made a change to the file, and the number of involved people
who work on the project might get bigger and change as time goes on. This article
proposes a recommendation system that assists the developer in recommending based on
similar filename embedding, Fe2vec (Filename extension to vector). A detailed technique
for learning how a similar text has similar encoding for learning Fe2vec from software
changelog data explained. A case study on Vuze-Azureus: an open-source Java-based
software development changelog dataset extracted from a version control repository was
conducted. We validate our approach by analyzing the software development changelog
historical data of over ten years. The result shows that the model predicts the similarity
score (0.97) of the filename with an extension similar to the requested filename format.
Keywords: Deep learning, Fe2vec, Software change propagation, Changelog, Word2vec

1. Introduction. Change propagation is a practice to explore how changes made to one
of the application versions are migrated to other living versions of the application. [1]
examined that the importance of understanding how and why changes propagate dur-
ing engineering design is critical. The authors stated that most products and systems
developed from predecessors and not through clean-sheet design.

Design made at predecessors is at least connected to one other part. For example, if
some part of ‘A’ changed, then part ‘B’ might need changing. A change occurring at part
‘B’ might lead to the next part, which might be part ‘C’ or any list of a chain in the
interconnected parts of the given fullset of files. [2] stated predicting and management
of change to an existing product resulting from faults or new requirements. The authors
advocated that identifying the need for change early in the design process alleviates any
additional cost incurred [3], quality problems, and schedule delay.

Identifying and tracking the designed coupling between the system parts is crucial for
predicting change propagation [4]. The authors emphasized that to identify the relevant
part of a given system element, an analyzer may use a pre-defined parametric relationship,
but it is virtually impossible to establish a full set of relationships.

The past few decades have witnessed the marvelous success of deep learning in many
application domains such as sequence and time-series [5,6], computer vision [7,8], metal
object classification [9], detection [10-12] and many more [13]. Industry practitioners and
academic researchers have been in a race to apply this modern neural network in a broader
range of applications due to their ability to solve many complicated tasks [14].
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“Deep learning becomes a general-purpose solution for nearly all learning problems
[15]”. The field of deep learning in the recommender system is booming. With the grow-
ing volume of information, the recommender system is an effective strategy to overcome
information overloading. Recommendation lists are generated based on item features,
user preferences, user/item past interactions. Here for item, it could be anything.
The recommendation system could be divided into two broad categories: content-based

or collaborative. In a collaborative filter algorithm, mainly depend on historical data. For
example, if developer X was working on files a.java, b.java, c.java, and developer Y was
working on files b.java, c.java, d.java, both developers have similar working knowledge
interest in contributing, so X should work on file d.java and Y work on a.java.
Data may gather from different sources to further expand existing analytic; one promis-

ing approach is to leverage historical change records, which are available from the modern
management system such as Concurrent Version System (CVS) or Product Data Manage-
ment System (PDMS). As shown in Figure 1, the CVS repository’s change record includes
the set of system components that frequently changed together in the past. So, extract
these co-change patterns from the CVS to predict future changes.

Figure 1. An example of historical change records

So far, many scholars have implemented change propagation using different techniques
– for example, a probabilistic directed acyclic graphical model, mostly known as Bayesian
Networks (BN). BN-based models predict change propagation with probabilistic measures.
One of BN’s advantages is to provide a quantitative measure to reflect the probability
that an element will change. As a limitation of BN, it is computationally expensive. [16]
used Bayesian belief network as a probabilistic tool to predict the possible affected system
models, given a change in the system. A systematic framework for modeling change prop-
agation using Dependency Network (DN) [4] claims that DN provides a straightforward
and computationally efficient algorithm that can overcome BN’s limitation in modeling
dependency between system elements.
[17] used a heuristics approach to predict a change in one source code entity propagate

to other entities. Develop a stochastic model known as K3B, which predicts how far a set
of change propagates throughout the system [18]. Software stability has become one of
the most critical attributes that affect maintenance costs. [3] proposed a Class Coupling
Network (CCN) to model software structure at the class level to evaluate software stability.
The authors validated software stability metrics theoretically using Weyuker’s properties
and empirically using a set of open-source Java software systems.
Deep learning in the recommendation system is significantly improving over the con-

ventional system for recommendation systems. Some notable recent research application
areas such as learning item embedding, deep collaborative filtering, feature extraction
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from content, and session-based recommendation with RNN [19] give us hope to further
dive into this field.

A two-layer neural network that processes text by ‘vectorizing’ known as word2vec [20]
gains much traction and provides state-of-the-art word embedding. While word2vec is
not a deep neural network, it turns text into a numerical form that deep neural networks
can understand.

Understanding the value of software development tools in assisting developers by rec-
ommending an entity where a particular change will likely propagate during software
development and maintenance is profoundly required. So, considering this, we propose
a systematic approach for modeling changing propagation using deep learning tools as a
recommendation system. As a case study, we used the Vuze-Azureus [21] software de-
velopment changelog dataset, an open-source BitTorrent client-and-tracker, developed in
Java.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the steps of the proposed ap-
proach in detail. The experimental result and validation method are discussed in Section
3. The conclusion and future work is to be found in Section 4.

2. Proposed Approach. This section will discuss some essential steps of the proposed
approach to two main subsections: first, we will extract information and then make our
data ready for the proposed approach model.

2.1. Extracting changelogs. In this sub-section, we first start extracting the required
information out of software repository changelogs. To get meaning out of software history
changelog and use it for the proposed system approach, we extract them in the form of
event batch or co-changes simultaneously. We use this data as a primary source of input.
If the file was committed together in the past, we consider them; they will be most likely
to change together again.

The data we have at hand might not explain what is going on in the actual file(s), but
we have known that the numbers of committed files simultaneously may indicate the total
numbers of files affected. We consider all committed changes as our valuable information
to train the proposed model.

As illustrated in Figure 2, in our case, the first step toward the proposed approach
started with cleaning data. They were then extracting filename from all file paths. Fur-
thermore, we then assigned a unique number to represent the extracted filename. Almost
all the data is categorical, so we added extra columns to map the categorical data to
numerical as depicted in Table 1.

Figure 2. Overall implementation process

Load data: at this step, turn each sequence of the filename that co-changed simultane-
ously as a sentence into a list of integer filename indexes and return to index mapping to
test the model.

2.2. Applying Fe2vec model on non-textual data. During the development stage
or maintenance, change occurs in a single file that might propagate into other related
elements. If we can present each filename by a vector, then we can easily find similar
filenames. If a developer commits a file, we can easily extract the filename associated
with the file, as shown in Figure 3, and recommend similar files using the vector similarity
score between the filenames. To get a vector representation of files, we applied the Fe2vec
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Figure 3. Vuze-Azureus raw historical development changelog

(Filename extension to vector) model, software changelog of a developer as a sentence,
and the filenames as its words.
Fe2vec (Filename extension to vector), originally known as word2vec [20], is adopted

because it allows grouping the vectors of similar words together in vector space. Without
human intervention, Fe2vec creates vectors that are distributed, numerical representa-
tions of the filename with extension features. Word2vec can make highly accurate guesses
about a word’s meaning based on past appearances. Those guesses can be used to estab-
lish a filename’s association with other filenames or cluster documents and classify them
accordingly.
As depicted in Figure 3, each filename in a vector trains alongside other that neighbor

them in the input corpus. It can utilize either of two models: Skip-gram model (predict
surrounding context words given a center word) or continuous word of bag (using context
to predict a target word).
In this paper, we used Skip-gram model architecture, as depicted in Figure 4. Instead

of a word, we used names associated with files, for example, [filename.extension] and
sequence of commit co-change simultaneously as a sentence. Once we have a developer
software co-changelog history as a sequence, we can easily apply a Fe2vec algorithm to

Figure 4. Skip-gram model architecture [22]
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creating vectors for these change commits files and then compare them to calculate a
similarity score. More formally, this model’s main objective is to maximize the average
log probability given sequence of the training filename f1, f2, f3, . . . , fN .

1

N

N∑
n=1

∑
−c≤i≤c, i ̸=0

log(fn+i|ft) (1)

where c is the size of the training context, the Skip-gram model, for example, if input
target filename F (t) is given to the model, there will be four targets context filenames,
i.e., our window size is (max context location C = 2) (context window size K = 4), four
activation function, four predictions, and four errors summed to get total error. There, the
network is going to tell us the probability for every filename in our vocabulary V of being
the nearby filename that we chose window size. The vocabulary we were mentioning
here is built from filename. For example, if we have 2,000 unique filenames and use
“DHC.java” as a one-hot encoding vector, the vector will have 2,000 components (one for
every filename in our vocabulary) and place “1” in position corresponding to the filename
“DHC.java” which is unique spot and “0s” in all of the other position.

The dot product at the hidden layer (no activation function at this point) passed to
the output layer. The output layer computes the dot product between the hidden layer’s
output vectors and weighs the output layer matrix. Then, the Softmax function computes
the probability of filename appearing to be in the context of F (t) at a given context
location, which helps us distribute the probability throughout each output node, i.e.,
means that because we want to convert out the last layer output in terms of probability
and the softmax function can easily convert values into probability values.

Let us represent two sets of vectors that give the probability of context filename Uf

when f is the context filename and Vf when f center word.

p(fo|fc) =
exp

(
uT
o vc

)∑F
f=1 exp

(
uT
f vc

) (2)

where o = center filename and c = context filename. The softmax shown in Equation (2),
the dot product in the numerator between o and c, allows us to capture the similarity
between the two vectors, as mentioned earlier. The higher the similarity, the higher the
probability will be. Simultaneously, the denominator provides us a way to normalize the
value of probability over the entire vocabulary so that it all adds up to 1.

Skip-gram along with “Negative sampling” yielded better results and reduced the com-
pute burden of the training process. For more details about Skip-gram, please refer to
[22].

3. Experiments. This section describes the dataset, system environment used for con-
ducting our experimental, evaluation of the proposed approach, and presents results.

3.1. System environment and data knowledge. The experiment was conducted us-
ing a desktop computer with an Intel R⃝CoreTMi7-8700T CPU, 16.0 GB installed memory
(RAM). Python Version (V. 3.7.6), Pandas V. 1.0.1, Plot V. 0.6.5, Umap V. 0.1.1, Numpy
V. 1.18.5, Gensim V. 3.8.3, Keras V. 2.4.3, and Tensorflow 2.3.0.

We conducted our experiment on Vuze-Azureus [21] dataset that includes a range index
5883 cases for software development changelogs and 40 uniquely identified developer ID.
Almost all of the data are categorical. During our cleaning phase, some of the data was
converted into numerical data types. Table 1 provides a small portion of the data with
both numerical and categorical inline in the same row. The dataset contains software
changelogs over the last 10 years that spans between 2003-2014.
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The raw data look like Figure 3, and after extracting and conversion look like Table 1.
For a specific step, we used MS excel to structure the dataset and extract the filename
from the changelog path. The authors develop the rest of the required parts.

Table 1. Processed first 10 rows of Vuze-Azureus software changelogs

In this experiment, we have chosen to work on an end filename from a given changelog
path. Filenames could be uniquely identified to address in the given directory system and
exclusively recommended to co-change occurring in the past.
To keep the model from biased toward any characteristic of the data, we shuffled and

randomly split the data into training (90%), and testing (10%) sets. Then, the model
trains using training data. In contrast, the test set was used to validate the result. Finally,
the model performance is evaluated by employing a similarity score.

3.2. Evaluation method. The feature vector considers being “good” in order to get
acceptable classification accuracy. To answer how good filename embedding algorithms
are, we can use either analogies or similarity. This article used a similarity score to
measure how the model predicts filename with an extension similar to the requested
filename and format. Furthermore, the similarity of the filename also might have a very
close dependency on each other. These evaluation methods are just a representation of
how well they are working in our particular problem approach with our particular dataset.
As depicted in Figure 5, we used UMAP (Uniform Manifold Approximation and Pro-

jection) [23] as a dimensional reduction algorithm that allows us to visualize higher di-
mensions into lower-dimensional space.

Figure 5. Each dot in this scattered plot is a filename vocabulary. The
more dense cluster shows that the closer to each other in the vector space.
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Figure 6 obtained the result by optimizing the following hyperparameters: Window
size = 6, and Negative sampling = 6. The hyper parameter might differ according to a
different dataset, but we found it well-suited in our use case. The more frequent the file
got committed, the probability of getting opted for a negative sample will increase.

Figure 6. Input filename (a) and stop 5 output (b) based on similarity score

4. Conclusion and Future Work. This paper proposed a recommendation system
using a software development changelog dataset and recommended a similar file that might
need changing the change propagation probabilities at the file level. We have provided
a systematic approach to recommending files that are most likely similar to each other
based on their score that may need to consider retouching it. The proposed system may
greatly help developers join the development team after the initial launch of the project.
Furthermore, participating in the project helps them gain insight into similar files based
on the current working filename. The file score also considers the batch commit in the
past to gain a better score in the current calculation. To validate our approach, a case
study of the Vuze-Azureus software development changelog, an open-source Java-based
project, was used. In this study, the filename vocabulary and context were obtained from
the changelogs accumulated between 2003-2014.

In our future research, we will add more open-source software changelog and other deep
learning models to investigate the most suitable models for the proposed approach.
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